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Re-Train Your Brain For A Better Life…
The purpose of this report is t o introduce you t o the world of brainwave
entrainment (BWE) and its incredible benefits and effects. Much of what is
currently written about brainwave entrainment (especially on the internet) is
just plain wrong and af ter personally analyzing much of what is out there it
became apparent to me that there was a need for people to k now the truth
and not the marketing hype. It’ s truly amazing how so m any so called
experts out there tell us things as if they knew what they were talking about.
This report’s intension is to give people a clear look at BWE and its value to
us all.
“Entrainment” is a term borrowed from physics which simply means the
tendency for two vibrating bodies to lock into phase so that they vibrate in
harmony. For example, one tuning fork when s truck and placed next t o
another tuning fork will cause the second one to vibrat e at the s ame
frequency.
What if this same phenomenon could be repeated in t raining the b rain to
lock into the vibrations of an outside stimulus? Many scientific studies have
shown that this is in fact possible. For cent uries people have bee n using
outside rhythmic stimulus in t he form of drumbeats, chants and singing to
induce various feelings.
When the brain is stimulated with pu lsed sounds (neuro-electrical activity
via the nerves originating from the ears), the overall activity of the brain will
respond to and alig n with thes e pulses. By s electing the desired rate, the
brain via t he frequency following response (entrainment) can be naturally
induced towards the selected brainwave state.
The applications for this technology ar e unlimited. Stimulation in the t heta
range appears to be a benef icial approach to accelerated learning. Research
also indicates that using BWE in the alpha brainwave range may result in
benefits similarly found with Zen or Transcendental Meditation. These
benefits extend throughout the body including improved breathing patterns
and higher physical energy levels, not to m ention an improved outlook,
better performance in both s ports and career, im proved relationships and
increased workplace satisfaction. Recently, m any studies have shown that
the use of guided imagery while in altered states of consciousness can be a
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very effective stimulant in psycho immunology, corporate performance and
sports enhancement.
One of the most valuable benefits of regular use of BWE is that we are able
to experience and reco gnize the vari ous states of consciousness. With
practice we can learn how to re-create these states.
With each pulsed tone, the brain produces an electrical response. The effects
one experiences are the creati ons of the brains reaction to the “tones”, what
neurologists call the “ cortical evoked response” (the el ectrical response of
the top most cortical layer of the brain). The brain is a mass of neurons, each
taking part in storing, retrieving and transmitting electro-chemical impulses information, colors, images, sounds, smells and tastes. Given the lives most
of us lead, we are exposed to incredible amounts of information, daily. With
BWE, different areas of the brain are stimulated, allowing for the awakening
and subsequent release of various stored material, in a sense quietening the
mind for clearer thought and process.
Deep relaxation is another m ajor benefit resulting f rom the brains cortical
frequency following response. By selecting the desired rate, the brain via the
frequency following response will tend to mimic the rate it is exposed to and
thus enter t hat brainwave state. This helps t o explain why this t echnology
can produce benefits commonly found with meditation.
Our brains produce “swe eping” electrical charges. These charges create
rhythms known as br ainwave patterns. You can see the m with an
electroencephalograph (EEG). EEG’s record and measure large amounts of
neurons firing in un ison. Brainwave patterns are co mmonly grouped into
four different categories: Beta, Alpha, Theta and Delta. Each of these
brainwave patterns are associated with various states of mind.
Beta waves are qui ck waves of 13 to 30 tim es per second ( Hz). Beta
brainwave patterns are generated naturally when we are awake and alert.
Alpha waves exist between 8 and 12 Hz . Alpha waves usually occur during
rest (e.g. when the eyes are closed), intellectual relaxation, deep relaxation,
meditation or when quietening th e mind. Alpha waves a re the desired
results of experienced meditators.
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Theta waves exist between 4 and 7 Hz. This is c ommonly referred to as the
dream or “twilight” state. Theta is associated with learning, memory, REM
sleep and dreaming.
Memory development is enhanc ed while in this state. W hen in a theta
brainwave state, memory is i mproved (especially long term memory), and
access to u nconscious material, reveries, free association, insights and
creative ideas is increased.
The delta brainwave pattern usually occurs when we are asleep. A s we fall
asleep the dominant natural brainwave becomes delta. Delt a waves are the
slowest waves ranging from .5 to 3 Hz.
All brainwave s tates serve im portant mental functions. With toda y’s
lifestyle, returning to a peaceful, mind/body way of being is becoming
increasingly difficult to a chieve and m aintain for any period of time. This
causes disease in the mind/body, which is why it is paramount for us to
“relearn” or “retrain” ours elves to get back to t hese healthful and
rejuvenating states.
Experimentation and research on the ef fects and applications of Brainwave
Entrainment are ongoing in universities and with health professionals and
educators.
Some benefits BWE may bring include help with…
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Concentration
Creativity
Memory
Relaxation
Motivation
Deeper self awareness
Promoting long-term mental and emotional growth
Clarity
Stress
Pain
ADD/ADHD
Learning
Energy and vitality
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•
•
•
•
•

Inspiration
Intuition and personal insight
Focus and attention
Problem-solving
And much, much more…

Quantum Mind Power, "The Morry Method" with TMM, uses a proprietary
protocol developed for presenting various stimuli to the brain and mind. The
end result of this method is much "softer" on the brai n/body system and
offers a more natural incorporation of the "brain beats" (with their associated
benefits) as well as any pres ented information (i.e. meditations, hypnosis,
affirmations, etc.)
The Tones/Beats…
The main entrainment frequencies are presented in a professionally mastered
environment which does not allow f or errors. Each time you hear a click or
pop on a recording it is actually interfering with the entrainment process.
You need at least 6 full minutes at any desired frequency to allow the brain
to entrain to it (Th is is called the frequency following response). Any
unwanted sounds that occur during presentation of the main tone actually get
in the way of the entrainment process.
This holds true for all background "noises" or "soundscapes" or "music" that
others may place in their recordings. It's like listening to a person speak…
When there is only one pe rson talking you have no problem understanding,
or at least hearing them…
As you add (people talking) to the equation, it becomes harder and harder to
understand what the origina l person is saying. It's the same thing w ith
brainwave entrainment… Too many frequencies equal more signals getting
in the way of, and disrupting the brainwave entrainment process.
The Background…
Our background is a relative of "pink n oise", its actually a co mbination of
specific frequencies that when com bined produce a unif orm (steady and
consistent) background that effectively cancels out much of the dis tracting
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noise that may be present when "listening". It is also designed to help ease
the entrainment process, not work against it.
The Spoken Word…
The "spoken word" aspects of our recordings undergo a unique process that
helps to make them a very effective part our system…
The "spoken word" is put through special analysis in order to conf irm its
quality.
A specially designed algorithm is then applied to the "spoken word" with
specific effects added.
There are lo ng "pauses" in th e "spoken word" aspect of some of these
recordings to allow you to ref lect, imagine and i nternalize a new way o f
being and th inking. When this is combined with the BWE as pect, and the
"spoken word" res umes, a "startle effect" may occur (somewhat like
someone talking in your ear suddenly when you are half asleep).
To counteract this we have inserted wha t we call "anti-startle tones" just
before each spoken word aspect resumes so that you are not startled. (This is
a low t one, sometimes called a "drone" th at begins quie tly and softly then
ends at a similar volume level to that of the spoken word itself.
The Bottom Line is …
The "tones", "backgrounds" and "spoken word" aspe cts are mixed together
to ensure a ha rmonic balance of sound, science and technology. A
combination that will give you the maximum effects possible.
Anyone can use BWE, and anyone who might be struggling in one or more
aspect of their lives or living with stress, sleep related concerns, memory or
other cognitive issues should.
Quantum Mind Power with TMM was designed by a cert ified Brainwave
Entrainment Engineer and is t he result of over 15 ye ars of researching
relevant materials, protocols and studies and over 10 years of
personal
research and development.
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The recordings, follow a s trict adherence to pas t and present scientific
research including published and non-published clinical and other studies.
Make no mistake, They are based on and backed up by REAL SCIENCE.
Morry Zelcovitch
Certified Brainwave Entrainment Engineer
Quantum Mind Power (with TMM)
http://www.quantum-mind-power.com
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